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About Sick AG

Founded in 1946, SICK AG is a leading manufacturer of sensors 
and sensor solutions for industrial applications.  The company, 
headquartered in Waldkirch, Germany has more than 50 
subsidiaries and holdings, as well as numerous sales offices 
around the world. SICK AG has 7,000 employees worldwide and 
generated Group revenues of €1,099.8 million in 2014. 

Introduction 

The Central IT services all endpoints across multiple locations 
around the world. 

With a large number of employees, particularly sales and service 
engineers, with full admin rights, SICK was looking for a way 
to successfully remove privileges without impacting employee 
productivity. 

Customer Story

 > Admin rights removed from a large number of employees 
 > Security strengthened and productivity unhindered 
 > Flexibility of Avecto’s technology allows SICK to stop and start 

when needed 
 >  Successful implementation leads to roll out across the business 

      Having such a 
large percentage of 
employees with full 
admin rights wasn’t 
sustainable in the long 
run. It had to change 
and we needed to find 
a way of changing it.
Chris Faithfull Lisle, Sick AG
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Closing the security gap 

Having identified a significant number employees with full and 
unrestricted admin privileges, SICK knew it needed to change its 
approach. 

Chris Faithfull-Lisle, Global Infrastructure Project Manager at SICK AG, 
explains how they considered a variety of solutions to overcome the 
challenge of over privileged users. 

“Having such a large percentage of employees with full admin rights 
wasn’t sustainable in the long run. It had to change and we needed 
to find a way of changing it” said Chris. “Initially we looked at tools 
like Windows AppLocker to see if we could achieve what we wanted 
through script and application whitelisting, but it really wasn’t enough 
for a business like SICK AG. 

“We realised that in order to achieve our objectives we needed third 
party support and set about finding the right vendor with the right 
technology. Initially we were in advanced talks with another security 
vendor but quickly discovered a significant hole in its product 
architecture. We then heard about Avecto and after a few calls we 
knew its technology was the perfect solution for us.” 

A flexible option

Having found the right vendor and the right technology, SICK began 
their Avecto implementation but had to press pause part way through, 
as Chris explains:

“Whilst we were in the process of our implementation of Avecto’s 
technology we undertook a global migration from Windows XP to 
Windows 7 meaning we had to temporarily stop the roll out. The 
flexibility of Avecto and its technology meant that we were able to park 
the implementation very easily and without any detrimental impact to 
the business and pick it back up when we were ready.

“We are now at the point where over 90% of ‘in scope’ endpoints across 
the globe have been protected with Avecto’s software. As we continue 
the roll out we will be looking to extend Avecto’s Defendpoint software 
to all endpoints across the entire business.” 

      The flexibility 
of Avecto and its 
technology meant that 
we were able to park 
the implementation very 
easily and without any 
detrimental impact to
the business and pick it 
back up when we were 
ready.

Chris Faithfull Lisle, Sick AG
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A security evolution  

With such a large number of employees used to working with full 
admin rights, there was some initial push back from a small number 
of users:

“Initial feedback was positive on the whole but of course there were 
some employees who took a little longer to get used to the idea. 
However, it’s been a process of evolution, as we have worked with 
the product more we have got better at using it. The vast majority of 
employees have been able to do everything they need to do their jobs 
and any issues were very quickly resolved. 

“We have been using Avecto’s software for a number of years now 
and over the same period we’ve seen a hugely enthusiastic company 
mature and grow substantially. On the very few occasions when we’ve 
needed support, the helpdesk team has been consistently excellent. 
I’ve spoken to many helpdesks over the years across a variety of 
vendors and without doubt Avecto has provided one of the very best.” 

      I’ve spoken to many 
helpdesks over the 
years across a variety 
of vendors and without 
doubt Avecto has 
provided one of the 
very best.
Chris Faithfull Lisle, Sick AG
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